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Doctoral meeting spring 26/4-2024 
Meeting chair and PhD representative: Camilla Lindelöw (camilla.lindelow@hb.se) 

PhD representative for ReSource and taking notes: Mauritza Jadefrid 

(mauritza.jadefrid@lnu.se) 

Information 

Camilla Lindelöw and Mauritza Jadefrid is the PhD representatives in ReSource 

steering group. There was a meeting with the steering group 23rd of November 

2023 which Camilla and Mauritza attended. Brief information from the steering 

meeting in November: Camilla and Mauritza gave feedback to the steering group 

about the upcoming doctoral workshop in Uppsala, some comments about the 

writing retreat in Varberg that just hade taken place and the Just read and write-

sessions. In the meeting, information about the first ReSource-course was given. 

Next years writing retreat were also discussed and Camilla and Mauritza got the 

task to collect testimonies from doctoral students on how they experienced the 

writing retreats. This were later on sent till Svensk Biblioteksförening, who pays for 

the retreat. Björn Hammarfeldt left as meeting chair and Isto Huvila is now the 

meeting chair.    

 

The Reading retreat takes place in October this year and it might be the last one due 

to lack of funding. We discussed location for the retreat, since it was on the west 

coast last year, it will be on the east coast this time, probably near Uppsala. 

Suggestions from the doctoral students are Marholmen https://marholmen.se/en/, 

Hotell havsbaden i Grisslehamn https://www.hotellhavsbaden.se/, Gimo herrgård 

http://www.gimoherrgard.se/ och Noors slott https://noorsslott.se/noorsslott-in-

english/. It´s nice to be somewhere a bit from Stockholm to avoid distractions.  

   

Resource courses: We (all PhDs, not just Resource-PhDs) would like to receive 

more information on the Resource-courses earlier than was the case with this first 

course. 

 

Ladok: when doctoral students take a course at another university, the course 

doesn’t registrate in Ladok automatically. You have to contact your research officer 

or similar to ask for help. 

 

The difference between credited or complete course in Ladok- Credited can be that 

it is from another university, completed is courses completed in the home university.  

 

Information from Camilla Lyckblad about Medical Humanities Ph.D event in Umeå  

in October. You should all have gotten an email about the event.  

 

Zanna Friberg shared information about Uppsala’s time keeping spreadsheet. This is 

for the whole PhD period to know whether you have the right to extension. 

 

Discussion about the email-list for doctoral students and Slack- where can we 

discuss and share things with each other? The national mailing list 

(lis.doktorander@lists.sunet.se) is one option. Apart from PhD-students, this list 

also contain other administrative and research personnel. Slack is an option for 

https://www.hotellhavsbaden.se/
http://www.gimoherrgard.se/
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discussions and sharing tools and informal things, like the excel file/worksheet they 

have in Uppsala. We decided to try Slack to discuss the time-keeping. 

 

Feedback on the workshops in Uppsala- are we (Camilla and Mauritza) as 

representatives a part of planning the workshops? As this is local planning, the 

others, including us PhD students, do not take part in the planning.  

 

The workshop this year had some things that can be improved for next time, it was 

very vague about how to arrange the sessions and what to expect from the sessions. 

Sessions were a good idea and could be described better beforehand. It would be 

good to clarify and describe more about the program. Some doctoral students 

thought it were difficult with all the links and where to find all the information 

about the workshop, others thought it was a good system.  

 

 


